BL-5000SLX

PORTABLE CAR LIFT SYSTEM

Meet your new best friend in the garage and at the track. The
5,000-lb. capacity BL-5000SLX car lift is the ultimate tool for
DIY’ers and race enthusiasts. It covers most vehicle types and
takes up very little space. This lift is extremely versatile and
surprisingly lightweight (it’s also our most popular model). Fits
Porsche, Corvette, Mustang and more!

Automatic safety locks

Features dual-position automatic safety locks. As the frames
rise, these locks glide securely into place. Disengage with a
simple flip of the lock bar and your car lift is ready for a smooth
descent.

Reduced overall length

We shaved off 3” end-to-end. This makes QuickJack easier
to stow in tight spaces and more able to service vehicles
with narrow wheelbases. The maximum lift point reach is
unaffected by the change.

Improved lift point access

By extending each rubber block tray an inch toward the center
of the frame, the minimum lift point reach is now 2” less than
it was before. This allows our portable car lift to accommodate
smaller vehicles, like Porches, with ease.

One-handed operation

By holding the pendant control in one hand, your other hand is
totally free. No cranking or bending during “liftoff.”

BL-5000SLX SPECIFICATIONS
Lifting capacity

5,000 lbs. (2,268 kg)

Lowered height

3” (76 mm)

Max. lifting height

21” (533 mm)

Lifting point spread

29.5” - 60” (749 mm - 1,524 mm)

Frame width

11” (278 mm)

Frame length

70” (1,778 mm)

Frame weight

76 lbs. (35 kg)

Power unit weight

35 lbs. (16 kg)

Shipping weight

212 lbs. (96 kg)
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BL-7000SLX

PORTABLE CAR LIFT SYSTEM

The BL-7000SLX is our heaviest-duty portable car and truck
lift system. A reinforced upper frame rails give this lift enough
strength to effortlessly raise light-duty trucks and SUVs. For
higher ground-clearance vehicles, don’t forget to pick up our
exclusive truck adapter set. The extra spacers will offer an
additional 6” of lifting height!

Automatic safety locks

Lower and upper safety locks automatically engage as the car
lift frames rise. They quickly disengage with a simple flip of the
lock bar. They’re like built-in, heavy-duty jack stands. (But cool.)

Zero-leak fittings

Even when the car lift frames are under a full 7,000-lb. load,
the hydraulic connectors do not leak. Keep your nice garage
flooring clean and oil-free.

Reinforced upper frame rails

For the BL-7000SLX, our largest-capacity QuickJack car lift
system, we reinforced the upper frame rails of with box-welded
steel. This significantly minimizes deflection, improving power
without requiring longer frames.

Open-center design

The BL-7000SLX is all about more power with less interference.
Inspired by two-post car lifts that engage vehicle frames, our
open-center design offers full access to your vehicle’s wheels
and undercarriage.

BL-7000SLX SPECIFICATIONS
Lifting capacity

7,000 lbs. (3,175 kg)

Lowered height

3.5” (89 mm)

Max. lifting height

21.5” (546 mm)

Lifting point spread

29.5” - 60” (749 mm - 1,524 mm)

Frame width

12.5” (318 mm)

Frame length

71” (1,803 mm)

Frame weight

96 lbs. (44 kg)

Power unit weight

35 lbs. (16 kg)

Shipping weight

242 lbs. (110 kg)
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SUV Adapter Set

SUV & LIGHT TRUCK ADAPTER SET

This twelve-piece adapter set increases the service capability
of the QuickJack BL-5000 and BL-7000 series by providing
stackable adapters that mount inside the lifting block trays.
Most SUVs and trucks require adapter sets for maintenance.
Your portable car lift system is capable of reaching the
undercarriage of virtually every vehicle that does not exceed
the unit’s lift capacity. Best of all, while using SUV and truck
adapters, QuickJack remains perfectly stable and secure at all
times. Take your garage lift to its max extension with as much
ease as you would a Mustang or Ferrari. And if you do have a
smaller vehicle to work under, it’s easy to replace the adapter
set with QuickJack’s conventional stackable rubber blocks
takes in no time at all. Just swap them out in the block tray and
you’re done!

Kit includes:

(4) low-profile round polyurethane contact pads
(4) sliding receivers that accommodate the round polyurethane
contact pads and/or the stackable adapters
(4) 3” stackable adapters
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